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Abstract
This paper sheds light on the complexity of designing Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystems where a high number of things
reside and thus must collaborate despite their reduced size, restricted connectivity, and constrained storage limitations. To
address this complexity, a novel concept referred to as thing artifact is devised abstracting the roles that things play in an
IoT ecosystem. The abstraction focuses on 3 crosscutting aspects, namely functionality in terms of what to perform, life cycle
in terms of how to behave, and interaction flow in terms of with whom to exchange. Building upon the concept of data artifact
commonly used in data-driven business applications design, thing artifacts engage in relations with peers to coordinate their
individual behaviors and hence avoid conflicts that could result from the quality of exchanged data. Putting functionality,
life cycle, interaction flow, and relation together contributes to abstracting IoT ecosystems design. A system implementing a
thing artifact-based IoT ecosystem along with some experiments is presented in the paper as well.

Keywords Data artifact · Data quality · IoT ecosystem · Thing artifact

1 Introduction

It is largely accepted that organizations rely on business
processes (BPs) to achieve goals, sustain growth, improve
services, and many other things that could keep them
competitive. In the Information and Communication Tech-
nology (ICT) community, 2major trends related toBPsdesign
exist: activity-centric and data-centric. The activity-centric
trend produces process models that define the execution
chronology of BPs’ activities along with who does what,
where, when, and why (5W’s) [24]. And, the data-centric
trend produces Data Artifacts (DAs) that define BPs’ data
and events along with the changes that these data are sub-
ject to because of these events [17]. Independently of how
these 2 trends examine BPs design since the activity-centric
trend is about what should be done and the data-centric trend
is about what can be done [11], a BP remains “the coding of
a lesson learnt in the past, transformed into a standard by
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a group of experts, and established as a mandatory flow for
those who must effectively carry out the work” [18].

In addition to BPs, organizations rely on other ICTs like
lately Blockchain, data analytics, cloud/edge computing, and
Internet of Things (IoT) that is the focus of this paper.
IoT is about anything and everything (e.g., smartphones,
kitchen appliances, and embedded systems) that connectwith
other things to enable control of users’ cyber-physical sur-
roundings, for example. According to Techjury,1 25 billion
connected thingswere in use in 2021 andwill reach 64 billion
by 2025. All these things are feeding computers with data to
address real-world problems and are also sensing and react-
ing to the real world of humans [21]. It is predicted that the
total economic impact of IoT will reach between $3.9 trillion
and $11.1 trillion per year by 2025 [8].

According to Nigam and Caswell [17], a DA is a con-
crete, identifiable, self-describing chunk of information that
can be used by a business person to actually run a busi-
ness, and has a set of states that constitute the DA’s life
cycle. Should we apply Nigam and Caswell’s DA definition
to IoT, then questions like could DAs help identify neces-
sary things in an IoT ecosystem, could DAs capture things’
operations and interactions, and could DAs support things
engage in collaborative scenarios will require responses from
the ICT community. In fact, could we expect a generation of

1 www.techjury.net/blog/internet-of-things-statistics.
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Thing Artifacts (TAs) that will be built upon DAs to design
and develop IoT ecosystems? By analogy with DAs, we
foresee a TA as a chunk of information capturing 3 crosscut-
ting aspects, namely functionality, life cycle, and interaction
flow. These 3 aspects capture what, how, and with whom,
respectively. Indeed, functionality is what a TA does, so an
IoT ecosystem functions like monitoring ambient tempera-
tures. Life cycle is how a TA behaves when it provisions its
functionality to the IoT ecosystem. Finally, interaction flow
is with whom a TA exchanges messages while its life cycle is
activated. Although some specific aspects like longevity and
security could be considered, functionality, life cycle, and
interaction aspects are comprehensive providing a complete
TA definition.

To ensure free of conflicts TAs collaboration due to poten-
tial conflicting data, for example, we tap into the latest trend
of blending social computing with IoT leading to what is
commonly known as Social Internet of Things (SIoT, [4,
15, 20]). Relations like parental, co-working, and ownership
capturing real-life situations between humans are applied to
things. Could we apply the same relations to TAs based on
their respective functionalities?

In this paper our contributions are as follows

1. Definition of TA for IoT ecosystems design. This defini-
tion checks existing works on DAs use for BPs design.

2. Identification of social relations between TAs residing
in an IoT ecosystem. This identification checks existing
works on having things participate in social relations.

3. Analysis of data quality impact on TAs collaboration.
This analysis specializes data quality into uncertainty,
redundancy, and inconsistency and defines the impact of
each on future social relations between TAs.

4. And, development of a system demonstrating and evalu-
ating TAs put into action as part of a complete IoT ecosys-
tem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section2
defines the key concepts of IoT andDA. Sect. 3 suggests a case
studymotivating both IoT and TAs adoption. Sect. 4 is related
to TA-based design of IoT ecosystems. The impact of data
quality on TAs collaboration is discussed in Sect. 5. Technical
details about TAs implementation are given in Sect. 6. Finally,
Sect. 7 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2 Background

After a brief overview of IoT, the rest of the section is ded-
icated to DAs shedding light on some relevant features that
could cater for the needs of IoT ecosystems design and thus
motivate the development of TAs.

Internet of Things. A good amount of works on IoT
exist in the literature, which in fact does not help come up
with a unique definition of IoT (e.g., [1], [5], [23], and [26]).
For instance, Abdmeziem et al. discuss IoT characteristics
and enabling technologies [1]. Characteristics include dis-
tribution, interoperability, scalability, resource scarcity, and
security. And, enabling technologies include sensing, com-
munication, and actuating and are mapped onto a three-layer
IoT architecture referred to as perception, network, and appli-
cation. In [5], Barnaghi and Sheth identify IoT’s requirements
and challenges. Requirements include quality, latency, trust,
availability, reliability, and continuity that should impact
efficient access and use of IoT data and services. And, chal-
lenges result from today’s IoT ecosystems featuring billions
of dynamic things that make existing search, discovery, and
access techniques inappropriate for IoT data and services.
Finally, Qin et al. define IoT from a data perspective as “In
the context of the Internet, addressable and interconnected
things, instead of humans, act as the main data producers,
as well as the main data consumers. Computers will be able
to learn and gain information and knowledge to solve real
world problems directly with the data fed from things. As an
ultimate goal, computers enabled by the Internet of Things
technologies will be able to sense and react to the real world
for humans” [21].

Data artifacts.Many benefits could be achieved through
the use of DAs for instance, reducing process model com-
plexity through the identification of DAs whose behaviors
are modeled as life cycles and tracking process model exe-
cution as a set of communicating DAs’ life cycles. A relevant
illustration of a DA-centric approach is given in [7] with
IBM Global Financing (IGF). The initial adoption of DAs
such as deal, supplier invoice, and asset made IGF people
grasp the complexity of the BPs that they were in charge of
and thus were able to put forward proposals to streamline
the progress of these processes according to their needs and
requirements.

A good number of initiatives on DAs are reported in
the literature where their discovery remains a critical fac-
tor to their successful adoption. This factor is stressed out
by Bhattacharya et al. who developed a data-centric design
method for BPs [6]. Quoted from Bhattacharya et al.’s paper,
“... Identifying artifacts require an understanding of the
whole business process, how data are changed and shared
through the process, andwhat data hold critical business pro-
cess information.” In [11], Kumaran et al. suggest guidelines
to help IT practitioners identify the necessary DAs for their
applications. The authors define DAs as dominant informa-
tion entities having both (i) a data model that describes data
dependencies between the dominant entity and dominated
entities and (ii) a behavior that is modeled as a state machine
where state transitions are caused by activities acting on
the dominant entity. In [16], Narendra et al. use context-
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based artifacts and Web services to model BPs. The authors
abstract processes usingmodels that are expressive (i.e., easy
to “grasp”) to non-IT practitioners and could be based onDAs.
In [12], Maamar et al. discover and model DAs based on a set
of business requirements. They use a bottom-up analysis to
determine fine-grained data, which are afterward aggregated
into clusters where each cluster becomes a potential DA.
Next, they derive the operations that act upon the discovered
data clusters. At the end, the data and operation clusters are
grouped into final DAs. Maamar et al.’s discovery and mod-
eling framework uses many concepts like dependency types,
big artifact, sub-artifact, final artifact, data space, and opera-
tion space. In [19], Popova et al. acknowledge the role ofDAs
inmodeling BPs and propose techniques to discoverDAs’ life
cycles. These techniques are implemented as software plug-
ins for ProM (www.promtools.org), a generic open-source
framework for supporting process mining techniques.

3 Case study

To illustrate the blend of IoT with BPs from a data-centric
perspective and hence, identify TAs that would contribute to
IoT ecosystems design, our case study targets elderly people
in a healthcare facility. Many studies confirm that population
aging is a dominant global demographic trend of the twenty-
first century.2 In addition, many studies confirm the benefits
of IoT for elderly people for instance IoT for seniors: Solu-
tions and Use Cases by Cogniteq3 and How can IoT help
with elderly care? by Telefònica Tech.4

Let us start with an ecosystem that would revolve around
the living room in the healthcare facility. An immediate sit-
uation requiring design would expose things like remote
control, smart TV, and light switches. For a successful design
so that these thingswould allowwatchingmovies in an enjoy-
able atmosphere by automatically dimming the lights and
selecting the best sound effects, a first step would consist
of identifying what each thing does, how and why a thing
acts upon the data it manipulates, how and when a thing
interacts with peers, and how a thing responds to peers’
messages. While Table 1 provides a sample of operations
that some things would perform, a TA-based IoT ecosystem
design would privilege data over operations like shown in
this table’s data column. Besides the data to associate with a
TA’s functionality, a TA will have a life cycle for its behavior
and a set of interaction flows for the messages that it sends
and receives.

2 www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/10/ageing-economics-population-
health.
3 www.cogniteq.com/blog/iot-seniors-solutions-and-use-cases.
4 www.telefonicatech.com/en/blog/how-can-iot-help-with-elderly-
care.

In the same living room, another situation could arise
involving this time a smart watch that synchronizes with a
medical dispenser the automatic release of medicine doses
to the concerned person. The synchronization will be set
according to the treatment’s duration but, then, extended,
should the treatment be renewed. To accommodate this syn-
chronization and extension during an IoT ecosystem design,
TAs are associated with interactions flows and life cycles.
First, interaction flows track how TAs respond to their peers’
demands for instance, the smart watch triggering the medi-
cal dispenser. And, life cycles include states that reflect what
TAs are doing for instance, the medical dispenser requesting
refill because of medical treatment’s extension.

Whether things or TAs, the 2 situations above offer a
glimpse of potential relations in which things/TAs could par-
ticipate. On the one hand, some things/TAs work together
like smart watch alerting the medical dispenser about the
time of dispensing pills. On the other hand, other things/TAs
like smart watch and smartphone compete when both act
as alarms. We depend on such relations during IoT ecosys-
tems design.

4 IoT ecosystems design

To illustrate IoT ecosystems design based on TAs, we define
first, functionality of thing, TA, relations between TAs, and,
finally, interactions between TAs.

4.1 Functionality of thing

Building upon our previous work [13], functionality is what
a thing does and is specialized into primitive and compos-
ite. From an abstract perspective, a primitive functionality
could be either sensing (collecting data), actuating (process-
ing data), or communicating (distributing data). Although
this does not fall into this paper’s scope, a functionality could
be described with properties like frequency and availability
of sensing, quality and accuracy of actuating, and reliabil-
ity and responsiveness of communicating. As per Fig. 2, a
functionality is either disabled or enabled (0,1) according to
the functional/non-functional requirements of the underde-
velopment IoT application to integrate into the IoT ecosystem.
Briefly, a thing senses the cyber-physical surrounding, so that
it generates (raw) data. A thing actuates data including those
that are sensed. Finally, a thing communicateswith the cyber-
physical surrounding the sensed and/or actuated data. With
reference to the case study, we abstract the light switch with
an actuating turning the lights on and off.

A composite functionality puts primitive functionalities
together according to specific cases since it is unlikely that
one thing alonewould cater for the needs of today’s IoT appli-
cations. These cases are sensing.actuating.communicating
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Fig. 1 Representation of a DA-based purchase order BP (adapted from [16])

Table 1 Thing/Operation versus TA/Data in an IoT ecosystem

Thing Some operations to perform TA Some data to capture

Smart TV display (enable programs for
viewing), record (tape programs),
share (send the cable TV company
some details), etc.

Smart TV size of the TV, name of the program,
rating of the program, producer of
the program, brightness level, etc.

Medical dispenser change (modify the intake fre-
quency per type of pill), config-
ure (select the container per type of
pill), display (notify availability of
pills on the TV screen), etc.

Medical dispenser name of medicine, dosage of
medicine, frequency of medicine,
side effects of medicine, etc.

Fig. 2 Classification of a thing’s primitive functionalities

(sensed data are passed on to actuating; and the data that
result from actuating are passed on to communicating for
distribution), sensing.actuating (sensed data are passed on to
actuating; and the data that result from actuating are finals),
sensing.communicating (sensed data are passed on to com-
municating for distribution), actuating.communicating (data
that result from actuating are passed on to communicating for
distribution), and communicating.actuating (data that result
from communicating are passed on to actuating). It should be
noted that sequences like sensing.actuating.sensing are not
valid from an operational perspective and thus are dropped
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from our analysis. With reference to the case study, we
abstract the remote control with actuating.communicating
controlling the smart TV and requesting the switch to turn
the lights off, if required.

4.2 Definition of thing artifact

In line with Qin et al. who state that processing data in
IoT is different from traditional Internet environments [21],
we argue that a data-centric perspective would make data
a “first-class citizen” during IoT ecosystems design follow-
ing the blend of IoT with BPs. First of all, BPs’ activities
act upon data in compliance with create–read–update–
delete (CRUD) operations. Contrarily, things act upon data in
compliance with their sensing, actuating, and communicat-
ing functionalities. By having both BPs’ activities and things’
functionalities act upon data, we define a TA as a chunk of
information that refers to its functionality, captures its life
cycle, and tracks its interaction flows. Functionality is what
a TA does; life cycle is how a TA behaves; and interaction
flow is with whom a TA exchanges messages.

Definition 4.1 A TA is definedby the tuple< f , D, lc, I F >

where:

– f is either a primitive functionality, f p, or a composite
functionality, fc, that the TA offers as per Sect. 4.1.

– D is a set of input data {dini } and output data {doutj } that
the TA’s functionality acts upon using CRUD operations.

– lc is the TA’s life cycle represented as a state diagram as
per Definition 4.2.

– I F is a set of interaction flows, {i fi }, that are put together
on the fly based on the messages that the TA sends and
receives as per Definition 4.3.

Definition 4.2 A TA’s life cycle, lc, is definedby the couple<

S, T >, i.e., lc = si
transi−→ si+1

transi+1−→ si+2 . . . s j−1
trans j−1−→

s j , where:

• S is a set of states {si } as per Fig. 3. In S, an acti-
vated state encompasses other sub-states (dashed lines)
that capture the TA’s type of functionality whether prim-
itive (sensing versus actuating versus communicating) or
composite (sensing.communicating versus communicat-
ing.actuating.sensing versus . . . ).

• T is a set of transitions {transi } as per Fig. 3.

By analogywithFig. 1where order, customer, andbillDAs
are each associated with a life cycle, TAs will have the same
capturing their behaviors at run-time. Represented as a state
diagram, a behavior corresponds to 5 states, prepared, acti-
vated, done, suspended, and failed. And, transiting from one

state to another is dependent on events like temperature drop
and/or messages exchanged between TAs.

Definition 4.3 A TA’s interaction flow, i fi , is a set of mes-
sages {mi j } that the TA uses to interact with peers. Amessage
is defined by the tuple < id, t ype, f rom/state, to/state,
cnt > where:

– id is a message’s identifier.
– t ype is a message’s type belonging to a list of predefined
terms defined in Table 4.

– f rom/state is the sending state in the TA’s life cycle.
– to/state is the receiving state in the life cycle of a peer
to the TA.

– cnt is a content of data conveyed between the TA and a
peer where cnt ⊆ D as per Definition 4.1.

4.3 Relations between thing artifacts

In [9], Ghajargar et al. analyze and design IoT artifacts
using augment-me, comply-with-me, engage-me, and make-
me-think relations. These latter connect IoT artifacts to users,
tasks that users initiate, and situations in which users reside.
For illustration, Fig. 4 shows augment-me where there is a
balanced collaboration between the user and artifact that is a
calculator, there is always a specific task that the artifact will
perform, and the user has full control of the relation.

Building upon Ghajargar et al.’s 4 relations and some
project management scheduling techniques (Table 2 where
f , sf, fs, ss, and ff stand for functionality, start-to-finish,
finish-to-start, start-to-start, andfinish-to-finish, respectively),
and assuming that each TA would have an operation time
interval, [b, e] (where b/e stands for begin/end), we pro-
pose work-with-me, work-for-me, back-me, and avoid-me
relations that would define the interaction flows between an
IoT ecosystem’sTAs. These relations are set according toTAs’
functionalities and are analyzed from a temporal perspective
using Allen’s time algebra ( [2], Table 3).

UsingTable 2,we specifyTAs’ operations in an IoT ecosys-
tem. After selecting a particular scheduling technique like
start-to-start, we set the values of the TAs’ operation time
intervals according to the underdevelopment IoT applica-
tion’s requirements. Then, we define appropriate time rela-
tions between these intervals using Allen’s time algebra and
the specificities of each relation as per the discussion below:

• Work-with-me (Fig. 5): it has an initiator TAi and a set of
collaborating partners 1[TA j ]n (where 1[..]n stands for
one-to-many) with whom the initiator collaborates ① to
provision a composite functionality ② to the IoT ecosys-
tem ③. Work-with-me’s characteristics include peer-
to-peer collaboration between TAi and 1[TA j ]n, com-
plementary functionalities between all TAs (TAi . f ∩
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Fig. 3 TA’s life cycle as a state
diagram

Fig. 4 Representation of augment-me relation ( [9])

1[TA j . f ]n = φ), and TAs synchronization so they are all
active while the relation lasts. Let TA1,2,3 be smart TV,
remote control, and light switch, respectively. We exem-
plify work-with-me between TA1 and [TA2,TA3] with
a viewing session where the smart TV would record
(i.e., actuating1) a movie’s title, rating, and duration.
During advertisements, the smart TV communicates the
required level of brightness (i.e., communicating) to the
remote control that, in turn, communicates (i.e., commu-
nicating) the new level to the light switch. As a result,
the light switch adjusts the living room’s brightness
and the smart TV is muted (i.e., actuating2). Because
work-with-me requires the active participation of all the
TAs, synchronizing themwould refer to specific schedul-
ing techniques that, themselves, would refer to specific
time relations between their respective operation time
intervals as discussed below using TAi and TA j :

1. ss(TAi ,TA j ): as both TAi and TA j would start together,
there will be one possible time relation between their
respective operation time intervals that is
(a) equals(TAi [bi ,ei ],TA j [b j ,e j ]) where bi = b j

and ei = e j .
2. ff (TAi ,TA j ): as both TAi and TA j would finish

together, there will be one possible time relation
between their respective operation time intervals that
is
(a) equals(TAi [bi ,ei ],TA j [b j ,e j ]) where bi = b j

and ei = e j .

• Work-for-me (Fig. 6): it has an initiator TAi and a set
of partners 0[TA j ]n (where 0[...]n stands for zero-to-
many in the sense that partners [TA j ] might not “accept”
working for TAi , which is not the case in work-with-me
where a composite functionality needs to be provi-
sioned) that are asked by the initiator to provision its

functionality ① to the IoT ecosystem ②. Work-for-me’s
characteristics would include master–slave collabora-
tion between TAi and 0[TA j ]n, common functionalities
between all TAs (TAi . f ∩ 0[TA j . f ]n �= φ), and synchro-
nization of all TAs to ensure the existence of a time frame
(at least once) where they are all active while the rela-
tion lasts. Let TA1,2 be an elderly person’s smart phone
and smart TV, respectively. We exemplify work-for-me
between TA1 and TA2 with a physiotherapy sessionwhere
the smart phone should continuously play (i.e.,actuating)
music but, due to incoming calls, the smart phone streams
the music through the smart TV’s speakers (i.e., actuat-
ing) during this session. Because work-for-me requires
the active (but not necessarily continuous) participation
of all the TAs, synchronizing them would refer to spe-
cific scheduling techniques that, themselves, would refer
to specific time relations between their respective oper-
ation time intervals as discussed below using TAi and
TA j :

1. ss(TAi ,TA j ): as both TAi and TA j would start together,
there will be one possible time relation between their
respective operation time intervals that is
(a) equals(TAi [bi ,ei ],TA j [b j ,e j ]) where bi = b j

and ei = e j .
(b) starts(TAi [bi ,..],TA j [b j ,..]) where bi = b j .

2. ff (TAi . f ,TA j . f ): as both TAi and TA j would finish
together, there will be two possible time relations
between their respective operation time intervals
that are
(a) equals(TAi [bi ,ei ],TA j [b j ,e j ]) where bi = b j

and ei = e j .
(b) finishes(TAi [..,ei ],TA j [..,e j ]) where ei = e j .

• Back-me (Fig. 7): it has an initiator TAi and a set of
partners 0[TA j ]n that the initiator asks when it fails to
provision its functionality ① to the IoT ecosystem ②.
Back-me’s characteristics include peer-to-peer collabora-
tion between TAi and 0[TA j ]n, common functionalities
between all TAs (TAi . f ∩ 0[TA j . f ]n �= φ), and TAs
synchronization to ensure that they are all active but
in a mutually exclusive (either TAi or the rest of TAs)
way while the relation lasts. Although Figs. 6 and 7
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Table 2 Scheduling techniques
for IoT-ecosystem management

Table 3 Representation of
relations in Allen’s time algebra

Fig. 5 Representation of
work-with-me

Fig. 6 Representation of
work-for-me

look the same, there is a slight difference in the direc-
tion of the interaction connecting TAi and 0[TA j ]n
together. Inwork-for-me, TAi continues functioning after
delegating its functionality to other TAs. Contrarily, in
back-me, TAi stops functioning requesting the assis-
tance of TAs to complete its functionality. Let TA1,2,3 be
medication dispenser, smart TV, and smart phone, respec-

tively. We exemplify back-me between TA2 and TA3 with
medicine reminders where the smart TV and medicine
dispenser agree on displaying (i.e., communicating) the
daily medicine intakes. However, due to the smart TV’s
unavailability, the smart phone acts as a substitute dur-
ing the exchange with the medicine dispenser. Because
back-me requires the active (but mutually exclusive) par-
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Fig. 7 Representation of
back-me

Fig. 8 Representation of
avoid-me

ticipation of all TAs, synchronizing them would refer to
specific scheduling techniques that, themselves, would
refer to specific time relations between their respective
operation time intervals as discussed belowusing TAi and
TA j :

1. fs(TAi ,TA j ): as TA j would start when TAi finishes,
there will be one possible time relation between their
respective operation time intervals that is
(a) meets(TAi [..,ei ],TA j [b j ,..]) where ei = b j .

• Avoid-me (Fig. 8): it has an initiator TAi and a set of oppo-
nents 0[TA j ]n that are deemed undesirable to TAi ①when
provisioning its functionality ② to the IoT ecosystem ③.
Avoid-me’s characteristics would include peer-to-peer
opposition between TAi and 0[TA j ]n, similar function-
alities among all the TAs (TAi . f ∩ TA j . f = φ), and
synchronization of all the TAs in a way that would pre-
vent their simultaneous participation with other thing
artifacts, TAs

′
, in other relations, whether work-with-me,

work-for-me, or back-me, while avoid-me relation lasts.
Let TA1,2 be drug injection device and pill dispenser,
respectively, and TA

′
1 be smart camera. We exemplify

with avoid-me between TA1 and TA2 the recording of
drug administration sessions preventing the simultaneous
participation of TA1 and TA2 with TA

′
1 in work-with-me

relation during these sessions, i.e., either work-with-
me(TA1,TA

′
1) or work-with-me(TA2,TA

′
1).

Becauseavoid-me requires the active (but sequential) par-
ticipation of all TAs, synchronizing them would refer to
specific scheduling techniques that, themselves, would
refer to specific time relations between their respective
operation time intervals as discussed belowusing TAi and
TA j :

1. sf (TAi ,TA j ): as TA j would finish (for a while) when
TAi starts, there will be two possible temporal rela-
tions between their respective operation time inter-
vals that are
(a) precedes(TA j [..,e j ],TAi [bi ,..]) where e j − bi <

0.

(b) meets(TA j [..,e j ],TAi [bi ,..]) where e j = bi .
2. fs(TAi ,TA j ): as TA j would start when TAi has finished

(for a while), there will be two possible tempo-
ral relations between their respective operation time
intervals that are
(a) precedes(TAi [..,ei ],TA j [b j ,..]) where ei − b j <

0.
(b) meets(TAi [..,ei ],TA j [b j ,..]) where ei = b j .

4.4 Interaction flows between thing artifacts

Enacting work-with-me, work-for-me, back-me, avoid-me
relations would support the on the fly formation of inter-
action flows between TAs participating in these relations
as well as their life cycle synchronization. We recall that
an interaction flow is a set of messages defined as a
tuple (< id, t ype, f rom/state, to/state, cnt >) where
f rom/state and to/state refer to the sender TA’s and
receiver TA’s life cycles (Fig. 3), respectively. To identify the
relevant messages per relation type, we draw some analogy
with network protocols (e.g., [25]) resulting into open, sync,
ack, and closemessages. In Table 4, we consider 1 interaction
flow per relation between TAs associated with 1 pairwise of
scheduling technique and 1 Allen’s time relation.

Let us consider an interaction flow linked towork-with-me
between TAi and TA j . Acting as an initiator, TAi takes on the
prepared state in which it uses the open message to estab-
lish a communication channel with TA j acting as a partner.
Assuming that TA j agrees on participating in the compos-
ite functionality that TAi is putting together, TAi and TA j

both transition from the prepared state to the activated state
initiating their respective contributions to the completion of
the composite functionality using the sync message. When
TAi ends the collaboration, TAi uses the ack message to
inform TA j about its completion. Finally, the communication
between them ends using the closemessage. By analogywith
the discussion aboutwork-with-me, let us consider avoid-me.
The main feature here is that TAi informs TA j , acting as an
opponent, about the enablement of a forthcoming relation
with a peer requiring that TA j either suspends or does not
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initiate its operations. Upon TA j ’s approval, TAi proceeds
with its relation while TA j waits to be notified by TAi , so that
it either resumes or initiates its operations.

5 Impact of data quality on thing artifacts

As stated earlier, TAs participate in relations exchanging and
acting on data. Depending on how “good” these data are, it
may happen that a TA is involved in a conflicting situation
with an opponent peer because of the data that it has received.
In this section, we examine the impact of data quality on TAs.
We list data quality concerns and then, howwe address them.

5.1 Data quality cases

In [21], Qin et al. present an IoT-related data taxonomy
categorized into data generation (specialized into veloc-
ity, scalability, dynamics, and heterogeneity), data quality
(specialized into uncertainty, redundancy, ambiguity, and
inconsistency), and data interoperability (specialized into
semantics and incompleteness). Adopting Qin et al.’s second
category as it falls into IoT ecosystems’ data concerns, we
focus on uncertainty that could be triggered because of miss-
ing readings by TAs and poor accuracy of reading outcomes
by TAs, for example, redundancy that could be triggered
because of duplicate reading outcomes from the same TA
and similar reading outcomes from similar TAs nearby, for
example, and, finally, inconsistency that could be triggered
because of inappropriate reading outcomes by separate TAs,
for example.

Case I:uncertainty is examined as per the following rela-
tions between TAs.

1. work-with-me: although some readings go missing from
themain TA, the impacted TAs could continue functioning
using the previous readings until the main TA addresses
the missed readings. For illustration, when work-with-me
connects the smart TV, remote control, and light switch
together, suspending the smart TV will not affect the lat-
ter two; they can continue functioning based on previous
settings until the smart TV resumes by sending fresh set-
tings.

2. work-for-me: since some readings go missing from the
main TA, this prevents the impacted TAs from receiving
these readings. As a result, they suspend their operations
due to absence of guidance from the main TA. We recall
that inwork-for-me, the impacted TAs act upon the request
of the main TA. For illustration, if music streaming from
the smart phone goes missing, the smart TV’s operation
will stand suspended until the music streaming resumes.

3. back-me: since some readings go missing from the main
TA due to failure, the impacted TAsmake up for the miss-

ing readings until the main TA is fixed by resuming the
reading. For illustration, the smart TV’s failure to display
medication status will make the smart phone act as a sub-
stitute until the smart TV resumes working.

4. avoid-me: since some readings go missing from the main
TA due to its failure, the opponent TAs make up for the
missing readings with no option for reinstating the main
TA. For illustration, the pill dispenser would make up for
the lack of operation of the injection device.

Case II:redundancy includes 2 exclusive options because
of duplicate readings from themain TA: (i) impacted TAs con-
tinue functioning because of idempotency or (ii) impacted
TAs stop functioning. In either option, the TAs act differently
because of the relation that theywould havewith themain TA.
Let us begin with option (i).

• work-with-me: because of the duplicate readings from the
main TA, the impacted TAs would end-up receiving the
same outcomes twice, which means extra unnecessary
work that would lead to the same outcomes, which could
drain resources. For illustration, the remote controlwould
be instructed to maintain the same brightness level that
will be communicated again to the light switch.

• work-for-me: does not fit into redundancy and hence,
is dropped from the discussion. The impacted TAs are
expected to work for the main TA and do not address the
redundancy concern.

• back-me: does not fit into redundancy and hence, is
dropped from the discussion. The impacted TAs are
expected to support the main TA’s failure that could lead
to lack of readings, but this is not the case.

• avoid-me: does not fit into redundancy and hence, is
dropped from the discussion. The impacted TAs are acti-
vated only if the main TA is not activated, which is not
the case.

We now discuss option (ii).

• work-with-me: on top of the risk of draining resources, the
impacted TAs could end-up producing different readings
since their operations are subject to the main TA’s dupli-
cate readings. This would require corrective measures
to address the situation, as per our earlier work [14] and
detailed in Sect. 5.2. For illustration, if the smart TV com-
municates the necessary adjustment of brightness to the
light switch several times, the light switchwould increase
the brightness several times as well which could spoil the
viewing experience.

• work-for-me,back-me, andavoid-me relations: are dropped
for the same reasons in option (i).
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Case III:inconsistency includes 2 exclusive options fol-
lowing sharing the main TA’s inappropriate readings with the
impacted TAs: (i) the TAs continue functioning since the read-
ings are inappropriate and thus ignored or (ii) the TAs stop
functioning because of inappropriate readings. Assuming
that necessarymechanisms to identify and ignore inappropri-
ate readings exist as described in [3], for example, option (i)
is not discussed further. We focus, hereafter, on option (ii),
only.

• work-with-me: inappropriate readings from the main TA
would result in erroneous outcomes by the impacted TAs.
This would call for corrective measures to address the
situation, as per our earlier work [14] and detailed in
Sect. 5.2. For illustration, if the smart TV communicates
the wrong level of brightness to the light switch, this one
will adjust this level in an inappropriate way.

• work-for-me: since the impacted TAs respond to the main
TA’s request, they do not expect any readings from the
main TA. As a result, this relation is not applicable in this
case.

• back-me: assuming that producing erroneous readings is
also taken as a failure, the impacted TAs could be acti-
vated as a substitute until the main TA is fixed through
corrective measures.

• avoid-me: does not apply here, since it does not have any
means to activate the impacted TA in case the main TA
is deemed to have failed. Here too, just like for back-
me, we can assume that erroneous reading is also treated
as a failure, thereby leading to the opponent TA to take
over from the failed TA, as per the operation of avoid-me
relation.

5.2 Adaptation to address data quality concerns

With the discussion above of data quality concerns, adapta-
tion would target case II (redundancy) and case III (inconsis-
tency), in particular, option (ii) work-with-me. Here, a main
TA’s failure will cause wrong execution of the impacted TAs.
We need to apply corrective measures to these TAs. In our
previous work [14], we associated 3 transactional proper-
ties with things, viz. compensatable, retriable, and pivot. If a
thing is compensatable, its execution can be rolled back. For
instance, a light switch can be rolled back to the right bright-
ness. If a thing is retriable, its execution can be retried up
to a prespecified number of times before failure is declared;
alternatively, it could also be retried successfully before the
maximum number of retries itself. If it is pivot, it is declared
as a failure and reported as such.

Here too, we associate the same transactional properties
with TAs where a property would be linked to the thing
forming part of the TA in question. Hence, we say—via a
slight abuse of notation—that each TA also has one of the

3 transactional properties above. Thus, if an impacted TA is
compensatable, its execution is rolled back by implementing
its life cycle in reverse back to the prepared state of Fig. 1. For
illustration, if the light switch is showing the wrong bright-
ness, it can be rolled back to the earlier brightness before the
failure occurred. If the impacted TA is retriable, its execution
is retried until successful execution or failure upon reach-
ing the maximum number of allowed retries. For example, if
the injection device does not work after the minimum num-
ber of retries, then it can be declared to have failed. These
retries are attempted by instantiating new life cycles of the
impacted TA in succession and rerunning them, until either
one of them successfully completes, or all fail upon the max-
imum allowed number of retries. Finally, if it is pivot, it is
declared as failed and reported as such.

6 Implementation

This section presents the system’s architecture to implement
an IoT ecosystems design, how this system was put into
action, and finally how the experiments were carried out. For
the moment, the system is restricted for internal use, only.

6.1 System’s architecture

Figure 9 shows the architecture of the system demonstrat-
ing the technical feasibility of the concept of TA for
IoT ecosystems design. The architecture refers to 4 mod-
ules (transformer, connector, deployer, and monitor) and
2 repositories (TAs-Relations and interaction flows).

It all starts when the IoT engineer defines things using for
instance, theWeb of Things (WoT) Thing Description (WoT-
TD).5 However, this does not fall into the scope of the current
work. Next, the IoT engineer invokes the transformer that
exposes the already defined things as TAs over dedicated
WoT platforms likeWoTify [10] orWoTStore [22]. Thing-TA
coupling is one-to-many, i.e., a thing’s functionality, whether
primitive or composite, becomes a TA as per Sect. 4.2. After
securing the necessary TAs, the connector establishes poten-
tial relations between these TAs based on their respective
functionalities. For instance, avoid-me relationwould refer to
opponent TAs since theyoffer the same functionality.Once all
the details, excluding operation time intervals, about the TAs
and relations are stored in the TAs-Relations repository, the
connector notifies the deployer about the readiness of TAs
for deployment upon the request of end-users. To respond to
these requests, the deployer parses the TAs-Relations repos-
itory looking for relevant TAs along with analyzing how they
are related to each other as per Algorithm 1 whose outcome

5 www.w3.org/TR/wot-thing-description.
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Fig. 9 System architecture for implementing TAs

is TAs orchestration obtained thanks to the scheduling tech-
niques presented in Sect. 4.3. Although the selection of a
particular scheduling technique could be at the IoT engi-
neer’s discretion, we recommend using data dependencies
between TAs like presented in Algorithm 1. Once a schedul-
ing technique is selected, the IoT engineer sets the values of
the different TAs’ operation time intervals. Based on these
values, the necessary time interval relations between the TAs
are identified as per Algorithm 2. These time interval rela-
tions are used to form interaction flows in compliance with
Table 4.

After deployingTAs over run-timeplatforms, thedeployer
informs the monitor of the ongoing execution of these TAs.
This one tracks the events that could impact this execution
like TA failure and data inconsistency along with using rela-
tions to come up with solutions to these events. To this end,
themonitor updates details about the interaction flows stored
in the dedicated repository. In conjunction with the moni-
tor’s operations, the deployer consults the interaction flows
repository to analyze the execution progress of TAs.

6.2 System in operation

The system’s simulator programmed in Python runs over
configuration, execution, and monitoring stages. Each
stage involves specific modules along with their interactions
depicted in Fig. 9. During the configuration stage (involving
the transformer and connector modules), the IoT engineer
carries out the following steps:

1. Run-time and Virtual Machines (VMs) configura-
tion: the engineer deploys run-time platforms as virtual
machines, each labeled as a device in the simulator. These
VMs have their own processing, storage, and communi-
cation capabilities. VMs also operate in their own isolated
environment, including their own guest operating sys-

Algorithm 1: TA orchestration
Input: T A is the set of all TAs in the ecosystem; T Acs ⊂ T A is

the set of all relevant TAs that would implement a case
study (cs); R is the TAs-Relation repository

Output: σ is the orchestration of TAs included in T Acs

1 foreach TAi ∈ T Acs do
33 Retrieve the set of all relations (Ri ) ⊂ R where TAi act as an

initiator;
4 foreach relationTAi ,TA j ∈ Ri do
5 switch relationTAi ,TA j do
77 case work-with-me
99 if (TAi .{din} ∩ TA j .{din} �= ∅)

10 then scheduleTAi ,TA j ← {ss};
11 else scheduleTAi ,TA j ← {ff};

1313 case work-for-me
1515 if (TAi .{din} ∩ TA j .{din} �= ∅
16 )
17 then scheduleTAi ,TA j ← {ss};
18 else scheduleTAi ,TA j ← {ff};

2020 case back-me
21 scheduleTAi ,TA j ← {fs};

2323 case avoid-me
24 scheduleTAi ,TA j ← {sf};

25 Ask the IoT engineer to set values of operation time
intervals as per scheduleTAi ,TA j ;

26 Add<relation TAi ,TA j , scheduleTAi ,TA j , AllenSel(TAi ,TA j )
> to σ ;

27 return σ ;

tem, which is well suited for certain use cases in IoT
simulations of multiple independent devices with vary-
ing characteristics.

2. Organize devices into groups: the devices are organized
into groups, and each group is associated with a spe-
cific domain, such as CCTV and weather monitoring. The
objective is tomonitor the performance of each device and
the TAs life cycles based on different settings/industries.
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Algorithm 2: Allen relation selection (AllenSel)
Input: TAi & TA j
Output: timeTAi ,TA j denotes the identified time interval relation

22 if (TAi .bi = TA j .b j ) then
44 if (TAi .ei = TA j .e j ) then timeTAi ,TA j ← equals;
66 else timeTAi ,TA j ← starts;
7 else
99 if (TAi .ei = TA j .e j ) then timeTAi ,TA j ← finishes;
1111 else
12 if (TAi .ei > TA j .b j ∨ TAi .bi < TA j .e j ) then timeTAi ,TA j← precedes;
13 else
14 if (TAi .ei = TA j .b j ∨ TAi .bi = TA j .e j ) then

timeTAi ,TA j ← meets;
1616 return timeTAi ,TA j ;

3. Numbers of TAs: engineer generates a random num-
ber (nb) of TAs per domain. The number of TAs is
constrained by an interval of 2 values ([min,max]).

4. TAs data: according to TAs domain, engineer specify for
each TAk 2 sets of data, (ink,1, outk,2), related to the group
to which TAk belongs. These sets are {dini } and {doutj } in
Definition 4.1.

5. TAs rate and relation probability: this involve setting
a probability of having relation (R) types between TAs
occur, so that future generated TAs are assigned to these
relation types as per their respective functionalities. Also,
the TAs creation/generation rate is established, so that it
determines how TAs-relations connections happen over
time.

6. Finally, Future-generated TAs: sets expected start times
for the future generated TAs based on their respective cre-
ation times.

In addition to the steps above, we associate a TA with
a Processing Time (PT ) defining how long it will lock a
device, a deadline for getting a work done using this device
once deployed, and an amount of data that it will process
over this device. The deadline is relative to a TA’s expected
starting time and the amount of data binds a TA to a device
according to its capacity.

In the execution stage (involving the deployer module),
the IoT engineer initiates Algorithm 1, so that the simulator
proceeds with every newly established TAs-relation connec-
tion obtained in the configuration stage’s step 6 as follows:

1. Initiate a particular scheduling technique based on the
participating TAs’ data as per Algorithm 1’s lines 2-7.

2. Identify a time relation as per Algorithm 3 that corre-
sponds to the selected scheduling technique in order to
determine the TA that will start first.

3. Run the TAs participating in the identified time relation
based on their respective start times over devices. It could

happen that some devices do not have enough resources
to host TAs. In this case, the deployment is put on-hold
until some devices become available after other TAs either
complete their works or are discarded because they do not
participate in any relation.

In conjunction with the execution stage, the monitoring
stage (involving the monitor module) makes the simulator
“keep an eye” on the amount of available resources per device
and track the execution progress of all TAs as per their respec-
tive life cycles (Definition 4.1). The simulator proceeds as
follows.

1. Track the events that could impact a device’s load by
checking whether

(a) A TA execution was recently launched over this
device (i.e., load increases).

(b) A TA execution was either completed or resched-
uled with the remaining time to complete (i.e., load
decreases).

(c) A TA execution was resumed (i.e., load increases).

2. Track the events that could impact TA execution by
checking whether

(a) A TA deployment was put on-hold (i.e., TA suspen-
sion).

(b) A TA’s deadline expired before the work is done
(i.e., TA failure).

6.3 Experiments

The case study described in Sect. 3 forms the conceptual
blueprint for the subsequent experiment’s simulation of the
IoT ecosystem with TAs. It sets the stage by outlining the
design considerations, target TAs domain, and the data-
centric approach, for example enhancing the quality of life
for elderly people in a healthcare facility’s living room. The
simulation translates this theoretical case study into a prac-
tical and operational TAs interactive IoT system. It takes
the predefined TAs and their relations and puts them in a
simulated environment. In this way, the case study and the
simulation are closely linked, with the former providing the
conceptual scenario and the latter validating and refining its
practical implementation to study how the number of rela-
tions per type impacts the response time of TAs. Given a
certain R (set during the configuration stage’s step 5), we
carried out 2 experiments where the number of devices per
domain was fixed to 10. In addition, we ran a scalability eval-
uation where we increased the number of TAs and number
of devices per domain to further validate the feasibility of
the work.
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Fig. 10 Average waiting time of
TAs to be executed per type of
relation

The first experiment examines the impact of R on how
long TAs would wait before they are executed according to
the relation type in which they participate. We considered
2 scenarios: (1) R is equally distributed among all the 4 types
of relation (i.e., Rii=1,4 = 0.25), and (2) R is predominantly
concentrated on 1 single type of relation and spreads equally
over the rest (e.g., R j = 0.7 & Rii=1,4 &i �= j = 0.1). In both
scenarios, the number (nb) of TAs generated per domain is
randomly determined as per the configuration stage’s step 3,
and the processing time is the same for all TAs.

To ensure the experiment’s representativeness, we iter-
ated it 20 times and calculated statistics as per Fig. 10
boxplot. The results in Fig. 10 show the average wait-
ing time of TAs per type of relation in each scenario. We
observe that avoid-me and back-me relations provide the
lowest waiting times compared to work-with-me and work-
for-me relations when R j = 0.7 as per Fig. 10b. This can
be explained by the fact that the former relations require
one TA to be active at once while the latter relations impose

more constraints (e.g., ss and ff ) on TAs scheduling and this,
regardless of R.

The second experiment that adopts the first experiment’s
settings assesses the impact of relation type on TAs’ waiting
times before execution as per the expected starting times. It
could happen that a TA, whether initiator of or participant
in a relation, waits longer because of a certain relation type
and not because of the unavailability of a hosting device. For
instance, work-with-me relation imposes that the initiator TA
should wait for all the participating TAs to be active at the
same timewhilework-for-me relation imposes that the partic-
ipating TAs should be deployed but wait for the initiator TA.
Table. 5 shows the distribution rate among all TAs thatmissed
their expected starting times because of the waiting times. It
is clear that when R j = 0.25 (TAs type of relation rate is
almost the same) the relation type does not impact the wait-
ing time. Contrarily, when R j = 0.7 (single dominate type of
relation), the distribution rate confirms the few cases where
the TAs missed their expected starting times because of the
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Table 5 Rate of TAs having
missed their expected starting
times per type of relation

Rate Work with Me Work for Me Back me Avoid me

Ri = 0.25 26% 25% 26% 24%

R j = 0.7 36% 31% 5% 28%

Fig. 11 Average waiting time of
TAs to be executed per type of
relation

relation type in which they participate. The back-me relation
type has the lost missed starting time due to the nature of
relation imposes on the participating TA to be deployed and
then run upon the initiator TA’s request

The scalability evaluation is to validate further the feasibil-
ity of the work. In the new experiments we ran the simulator
with over 1K TAs and the number of devices per domain
were set to 20 devices. The results obtained from the new
configurations have shown a similar pattern to the previous
results (Fig. 10) from previous experiments as per Fig. 11.
Figure 11a shows the results when Rii=1,4 = 0.25 (equal
distribution among all the four types of relation), while in
Fig. 11b R j = 0.7 and Rii=1,4 &i �= j = 0.1 (predominantly con-
centrated on one single type of relation and spreads equally
over the rest). It is clear by increasing the number of TAs and

having more iterations the performance remains consistent.
We further extended this experiment to observe the waiting
time per TA and whether the scheduling algorithm will scale
linearly with the increment of the number of TAs. The result
reported in Fig. 12 proves it scales linearly.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented thing artifacts as a novel concept that
addresses the complexity of designing IoT ecosystems. A
thing artifact is defined along 3 crosscutting aspects, namely
functionality (what to perform?), life cycle (how to behave?),
and interaction flow (with whom to exchange?). Each aspect
sheds light on a specific perspective of an IoT ecosystem in
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Fig. 12 Waiting time per
number of TAs (R j = 0.7)

terms of who are the residents of the ecosystem, what do
they do, and how do they work together. Building upon these
crosscutting aspects, thing artifacts engage in collaborative
scenarios featuring 4 relations referred to as work-with-
me, work-for-me, back-up, and avoid-me. Each relation has
specific constituents to call upon and specific operational
requirements to satisfy. To ensure successful collaborative
scenarios, thing artifacts participating in these relations are
synchronized using scheduling techniques that enforce their
time availabilities at run-time. Along with the scheduling,
data quality like uncertainty that could undermine the col-
laboration of thing artifacts is addressed through specific
corrective measures. The paper also demonstrated the tech-
nical doability of thing artifacts through a set of experiments
examining for instance, the impact of relation types on thing
artifacts’ waiting times before execution.

In terms of futurework, on top ofmaking the system avail-
able for the scientific community, we would like to examine
the appropriateness of additional relations between thing arti-
facts. For instance, there are researchers in [4] who refer to
some social-driven relations like parental, co-location, co-
work, ownership, and social that could be relevant for the
design of IoT ecosystems. We would also like to expand fur-
ther the impact discussion of data quality on the “longevity”
of IoT ecosystems. Uncertain, redundant, and inconsistent
data could shorten things artifacts’ “lifetimes.” Finally, we
would like to examine the role of relations between TAs in the
dynamicmanagement of IoT ecosystems. How to orchestrate
TAs that could become involved in satisfying many users’
demands? Could relations help prioritize their involvement?
And, could relations help avoid conflicts on resources?
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